COUNTY:

CORPS POSSIBLE UNAUTHORIZED ACTIVITY REPORT FORM

REPORTED BY: (Anonymous Yes) PHONE:

ADDRESS/DIRECTIONS TO SITE:

OWNER/RESPONSIBLE PARTY: PHONE:

ADDRESS:

CONTRACTOR or OTHER ASSOCIATES: PHONE:

ADDRESS:

WATERWAY: LANDCLEARING ☐ STRUCTURE ☐ DREDGING ☐ FILLING ☐

DESCRIPTION OF WORK:

APPROXIMATE SIZE OF JURISDICTIONAL IMPACT: acres/Sq.Ft or ☐ unknown

PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT OF QUALITY OF AFFECTED JURISDICTIONAL WATERS:
☐ High (no exotics and high quality or rare system)
☐ Moderate (low % of exotics or no exotics on moderate quality system)
☐ Low (high infestation of exotics/nuisance species or disturbed system)
☐ Unknown Quality

CULPABILITY OF THE VIOLATOR: ORM Check of project/participant name found:
☐ No History
☐ Former Enforcement History: DA#(s)
☐ Former Permit or JD History: DA#(s)

DETERRENCE VALUE/VISIBILITY:
☐ High (in subdivision, along major roadway)
☐ Moderate (low visibility, but observed by neighbors)
☐ Low (low visibility, few neighbors aware)

Approximate Date Work Started: Work On-Going: ☐ Yes ☐ No

REMARKS:

PU/A Form Initially Referred to: , Date:

Name and Phone Number of Person Receiving Call